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where the limits are p = <f to ^ = 00 and 6 = %•* — $ to 0 = -J-?r where <f> is half the angle subtended by the minor axis of the disc
at 0 or C'.
For a circular disc the potential at an external point is M<j>/a where <£ is half the angle subtended at C by any diameter of the disc.
385. Ex. 1. A chord is drawn on an elliptic insulated disc, prove that the quantities of electricity on each side of the chord are in the ratio of the segments of the conjugate diameter, (Art. 377).
Ex. 2. Prove that the quantity of electricity on an elliptic sector bounded by the semi-diameters CP, CPf is M (p - <t>)fiv, where 0, 0' are the eccentric angles of P, P' and M is the whole quantity of electricity (Art. 383).
Ex. 3. A similar coaxial ellipse whose semi-axes are na, lib is described on the electrified disc. Prove that the quantity of electricity between this ellipse and the rim of the disc is M*J(1 - w2).
Ex. 4.   Prove that the line density of a thin electrified insulated rod is constant.
Eegard the rod as an evanescent ellipsoid in which a and b are zero and c finite, The line density p' is such that p'dz represents the mass between two planes whose abscissae are z and z + dz. This we know is Mdzftc, Art. 377.
386.    Conductor with a cavity.    A body is bounded by two surfaces Si, S2 which do not intersect.    It is charged with a given quantity M of electricity and is acted on by a given system of electrical points (mass M^ situated within S^
Let x be the quantity of electricity on Sl} M — x that on S». These are so distributed that the sum of the potentials of Mly oc and M — x is constant throughout the space between Sly $a. Describe a surface cr between S1} S.> and enclosing SLt then by Gauss' theorem (Art. 106) 47r(lf1-{-#) is equal to the flux of force across cr, and this is zero. Hence x = — M^; the charge on $x is therefore - M^ and that on Sa is M -f M^
387.    If the charge M = - Mlt the total quantity on /S'a is zero, It immediately follows from the argument in Art. 380 that the charge on each  element is also zero.    For by that article, the electricity on every element of & must have the same sign, which is impossible when the whole quantity is zero.    The whole of the free electricity is therefore concentrated on SL.
The sum of the potentials of the system M, and of the electricity os = — Ml is constant throughout the space between ^ and $2 and therefore throughout all space which can be reached without passing in the immediate neighbourhood of attracting matter, Art. 117. It is therefore constant throughout all space

